
In last month’s issue of CQ I asked
what a lawn-sprinkler pipe, a power-
pole transformer, and a baby car-

riage have in common. The answer was
that they all have been used as places
to put transmitters for ham radio hidden
transmitter hunts, also called foxhunts,
bunny hunts, and T-hunts. Now you can
add a snow bank, a tree limb, and a
wheelbarrow full of manure to the list.
They all were employed by clever and
devious huntmasters during 2011.

One of the reasons that ham radio
foxhunting becomes more popular
every year is that it’s an opportunity to
unleash creativity, both for the hider and
the hunters. Hiders are always on the
lookout for clever places to put trans-
mitters and ways to “bounce” VHF sig-
nals so that they appear to be coming
from the wrong direction. Hunters are
constantly seeking out new techniques
and technologies so that they can win
hunts by arriving first or having the low-
est vehicle mileage, depending on the
rules of the hunt.

For many ham radio clubs around the
country, the kickoff of a warm-weather
season of transmitter hunting is the CQ
World-Wide Foxhunting Weekend. This
year, it is May 12–13. Each group sets
its own rules and no two groups do it
exactly the same way.

As always, last year’s Foxhunting
Weekend announcement brought a big
batch of reports about hams having fun.
Most hunts were on 2 meters, where
most hams have receiving equipment.
A directional antenna and an RF atten-
uation system are all that it takes to join
in. Both are easy to build or inexpensive
to buy.

Some clubs are so eager that they
don’t wait for Foxhunting Weekend, or

even for winter to end. In Manchester,
Connecticut it’s a tradition to have a
mobile foxhunt on New Year’s Day.
Hunters drive their vehicles full of radio
direction finding (RDF) gear to a local
school. A 1 PM the hider’s signal ap-
pears on the input frequency of the
club’s 2-meter repeater. The hunters
take off, hoping to find the hider within
the 2-hour time limit. Participants and
non-participants are encouraged to get
on the repeater and share signal levels
and other helpful information, but
hunters are to observe radio silence
once they find the hiders and the tail-
gate party that they have prepared.

A little precipitation might deter many
hams from seeking hidden transmitters
on foot, but that wasn’t the case in

Eatonville, Washington, near Tacoma.
Rich Patrick, KR7W, reported on a fox-
hunting session last November that was
made more interesting by an unexpect-
ed snowstorm with accumulations of up
to two feet. Bob Heselberg, K7MXE, put
out five transmitters in a snow-covered
cow pasture and wooded terrain in the
hills above Alder Lake. He also put out
some decoy markers and fooled at least 
one hunter into punching in at a decoy
instead of the actual transmitter near-
by. According to KR7W, “It’s hard to
keep on-bearing when the terrain looks
the same every which way you look.”

A foot of new snow made foxhunting
interesting at the annual Utah VHF
Society meeting and swapmeet in Salt
Lake City during February 2011. Larry
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Falling snow didn’t deter the intrepid on-foot transmitter hunters in Eatonville,
Washington last November. Hunters Chuck Kemmer, AC7QN (left), and Rich
Patrick, KR7W (center), are in a heated discussion with huntmaster Bob Heselberg,

K7MXE, about Bob’s decoy transmitter marker. (Photo courtesy KR7W)
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Jacobs, WA7ZBO, organized the hunt as part of an open-
house event.  To protect his five transmitters, he put them in
disposable plastic food containers. Nine attendees were suc-
cessful in finding them.

WA7ZBO is a tireless promoter of hidden transmitter hunt-
ing in central Utah. In March he set up an unattended trans-
mitter on the west side of the Salt Lake Valley behind a
church. It stayed on the air for a full week, sending beeps, a
CW ID, and voice promptings from an MP3 player. Hunters
could use it to practice RDF skills at their leisure.

RDF for Public Service
Year after year, the hams of Daytona Beach, Florida have
had monthly mobile transmitter hunts to see who is speedi-
est at finding the “bunny,” as they call the hider. Maybe they’re
in such a hurry because the hunt ends at a restaurant or ice
cream parlor and they don’t want to miss out on the good-
ies. For Foxhunting Weekend last year in Daytona, Bob
Ledford, WA4IDI, reported that it was a quick drive to find a
transmitter at a sewer plant, followed by a gathering at the
Dairy Queen.

All that practice paid off for these Daytona Beach hams
when a carrier appeared on marine calling channel 16 in
August. Their cooperative RDF efforts led them to within a
few blocks of the source when it went off the air. A few days
later it was back and Frank Haas, KB4T, resumed the search,
assisted by Joe Daley, N2GBT.

All bearings pointed to the local marina, so Frank went to
security and obtained a key that would get them into any of
the docks there. The signal would occasionally go away or
change power, but they persevered. A few minutes later their
antennas were pointing at an 18-foot inboard/outboard run-
about. Inside they could see an old, corroded marine radio,
set to channel 16 and locked in transmit. Marina manage-
ment, the Coast Guard, and the FCC were notified and the
problem was solved. Good work!

Mike Brost, WA9FTS, is a long-time transmitter chaser in
the Chicago area. He wrote: “We still take foxhunting seri-
ously here with hunts every Saturday night. On March 26,
Patty, wife of Matt Sanderson, KC9SEM, showed up to hunt,
even though she was very pregnant and having some con-
tractions. Matt and Patty won the hunt, and at the restaurant
afterwards, her contractions were more numerous. I left them
at 11 PM and the next day I found out that their new son had
arrived at 4:40 AM.

“Patty came home a couple of days later from the hospi-
tal,” Mike continued. “On April 2, Matt and Patty showed up
to hunt with 6-day-old Jacob. Patty was in the back of the
Ford F-150 ready to turn the beam with her right hand and
hold Jacob in her arm.”

Hider Tony Levand, AA9CC, told the story of that hunt: “We
decided to find a water tower to illuminate with RF from
beneath. We did it by pointing the 10-element beam straight
up from the base of the tower. All of the hunters heard the 5-
watt signal except for WA9FTS. Mike reported not hearing it
when he started, but somehow he won the hunt nonetheless.
This setup got out so well that I suggested humorously that
our repeater be set up this way.”

Hams in the Grand Rapids area reported on a mobile hunt
at the Independent Repeater Association hamfest/swapfest
at the Hudsonville fairgrounds. These Michigan foxhunters
were so eager to do well at this event that they held two
evening practice sessions beforehand. Scoring was by
odometer mileage, lowest wins. The transmitter for one was
six miles away and the results were so close that the top
three teams came in with odometer readings within 0.3 miles
of each other.

The Grand Rapids hunt on Foxhunting Weekend was orga-
nized by Sheila Bosscher, K8AJ, who proudly refers to her-
self as the “vixen” (a female fox). Michel Hill, W8DER, report-
ed, “The hunt started at 10:00 AM and the rains came. But
not one ham remembers if the rain continued or stopped after
her first transmission. She was weak, but definitely at a bear-
ing of 57 degrees. We all thought this was going to be a cake
walk, because the Grand River was only 3 miles away and
she certainly wouldn’t be on the other side. The only bridge
is too far away and besides, there was a big run going on
over there.

“Sheila’s instructions stated that she would be located in
a car on publicly accessible land or water,” Michel continued.
“That must have been a clue! Maybe she was in a boat, but

Sure you can have a foxhunt in the snow! Just protect the
transmitters from moisture like Larry Jacobs, WA7ZBO, did
for this Utah VHF Society event last February. (Photo by

WA7ZBO)

Doppler RDF sets are preferred by many foxhunters in the
Daytona Beach area. Most Dopplers can be installed quick-
ly on almost any car, truck, or van. Front to back are Fred
Villers, K8FV, and Glenn Karel, WB4WHN. (Photo by Hugh

Royal, W4AND)
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certainly not on the other side of the river. An hour and a half
later, we were still going up and down every road to the river
looking for a vehicle floating on a raft. We finally hung our
heads and crossed the river.

“Sheila had given us another clue at the start of the hunt:
‘Don’t jump to conclusions.’ Just on the other side of the
bridge is Johnson Park on the side of a hill. That was too
obvious, so we drove on up the hill. We thought the signal
was coming from up the hill past that water storage tank
because each bearing pointed to the tank. However, we
couldn’t hear the fox once we were in front of the tank.

“Finally we found K8AJ at the dead end of a road behind
the water storage tank. Time was up, but we didn’t get
skunked. What a blast! It was still raining, but I hadn’t noticed.
We shared stories at the local Wendy’s and started looking
forward to the next hunt.”

Is Fibbing OK?
In southern California the longstanding mantra is “Never trust
anything said by another T-hunter.” Deception and trickery are
part of the game. Elsewhere, members of the Pottstown Area
Amateur Radio Club in southeastern Pennsylvania got a taste
of that during their May 14 event, as reported by Bill Hewitt,
KB3UHK. The format of PAARC’s monthly sessions is a mobile
hunt on 146.51 MHz, followed by an on-foot search for little
transmitters on 146.40 and 146.565 MHz.

“The fox’s den was aptly named,” Bill wrote. “It was the Fox
Pavilion at Victory Park in Royersford, about 12 miles from
the start. Although there were plenty of reflections, everyone

got there in less than 15 miles. Ron Donovan, WA8YIH, had
placed one foxbox about eight feet up in the crook of a tree,
while Bob Rex, K3DBD, had hidden the other under the deck-
ing of a foot bridge.

“Jim Toth, K3CHJ, asked Bob if his fox was under the
bridge, and Bob said no. He justified it later by saying that
the fox was actually under the decking of the bridge, not the
bridge itself. This caused a friendly discussion which is still
going on at our weekly breakfast meetings, where Jim can
be heard repeating, ‘If something is under the decking, then
it is under the bridge.’ For us, the moral of the story is not to
listen to any advice from the fox. It is designed to mislead
you. The radio equipment doesn’t lie.”

From Denver, Rick von Glahn, NØKKZ, reported on a May
15 hunt that had a similar format to the one in Pottstown:
“Dan Meyer, NØPUF, was the fox. He is one of the top
mechanics at a local car dealer and it was his job to test drive
a car and see if he could make it fault to aid in diagnosing a
problem. Instead of just driving up and down the city streets,
he decided to combine the search for a good hiding place
with his checkout of the ailing car.”

Rick continued, “While driving past the South Platte, Dan
found his spot. His drive-to beacon was along the banks of
the South Platte. Two on-foot transmitters were close by, one
on the east and one on the west bank of the river. Fortunately,
there was a walking bridge that made the river crossing quick
and easy.”

Foxhunting and camping were combined for some when
Neil Robin, WA7NBF, and Paul Voorhees, W7PV, put on an
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informal session at 784-acre Fort Flagler State Park on
Marrowstone Island in Puget Sound, about forty miles north-
west of Seattle. According to Neal, “It is an outstanding salt
water marine park with 3.5 miles of beach and fine camping.
It has old gun emplacements and many bunkers to explore.
Four transmitters were out for folks to find. The location of
one on a bluff edge made for some interesting bearings.”

Hamfests and Conventions
The annual AES Superfest foxhunt in Milwaukee was orga-
nized by Paul Gruettner, WB9ODQ. He placed six little trans-
mitters on the AES property in unlikely places, including
beneath a discarded basketball backboard and under a pile
of trash. It took Brian Jansen, KC9GMW, just 34 minutes to
find all of them.

It has become a tradition to have an on-foot transmitter
hunt at Fort MacArthur in San Pedro, California whenever the
ARRL Southwestern Division Convention is in the Los
Angeles area. For the 2011 convention in September, I went
for a personal record by hiding sixteen 2-meter transmitters,
plus a few non-transmitting decoys, in the 130 acres of the
fort and surrounding park. Most were concealed in the old
fortifications and bunkers that had protected the City of
Angels from air attack in World War II.

Before the hunt Marvin Johnston, KE6HTS, conducted 
a workshop for building measuring-tape antennas and 
offset attenuators1 from kits that he brought along. This was
all they needed for a very effective direction finding with
their own handie-talkies and scanners. For several of the

participants, this would be their first attempt at RDF, but not
their last.

Hunters were given a list of frequencies of the transmitters
and some clues as to what they would sound like. Then they
were told to find as many as they could in 90 minutes. Each
transmitter or its antenna had a tag with a three-digit number
on it, to be written onto the clue sheet. Hunters had to pay
careful attention, because if they incorrectly marked the num-
ber of a decoy, they might lose points. When the final whis-
tle sounded, the team of Byon and Lara Garrabrant (N6BG
and KD6AYO) of Chandler, Arizona had found eight of them,
more than anyone else. The hunt was a success because
everyone, even the first-timers, found at least one.

Sixteen is a lot of transmitters, but it doesn’t come close to
the 40 little foxes that were set out for attendees of the Dayton
Hamvention® to locate. That’s probably a world record, and
it was a fitting way to make up for several years without a fox-
hunt at the nation’s biggest ham radio gathering. The hunt-
masters were Hamvention® Foxhunting Forum hosts Bob
Frey, WA6EZV; Dick Arnett, WB4SUV; and Brian DeYoung,
K4BRI, with help from Phil Smith, KG8AP.

The site was Sinclair Park, less than two miles from Hara
Arena, the site of the yearly Hamvention®. WA6EZV wrote,
“It is a lovely, wooded setting surrounded by a jogging/walk-
ing track. A single road leads into the center of the park and
a lodge. There are picnic areas, ball fields, and plenty of other
places to stash transmitters.”

The hunt format was similar to my convention hunt in
California, but the hunters had only an hour to search. With so
many transmitters in a mere 10-acre site, they had to pay very

This is Blue, who had a great time hunting radio foxes with
her dad, Byon Garrabrant, N6BG, at the 2011 Yuma
(Arizona) Hamfest in February. Then in November, Byon put
on a well-attended five-fox on-foot hunt at Papago Park in

Phoenix. (Photo by Joe Moell, KØOV)

CQ WW Foxhunting Weekend May 12-13, 2012

CQ magazine has designated May 12–13, 2012 as the CQ
World-Wide Foxhunting Weekend and is encouraging all hams and
radio clubs to hold hidden transmitter hunts. Since the primary
objective is more hunt participation, we don’t insist that your event
be on that weekend. Any time in the spring is fine with us!

CQ doesn’t impose any rules or offer any awards for the World-
Wide Foxhunting Weekend. It’s all up to you and the hams in your
hometown. For many clubs, Foxhunting Weekend kicks off a sea-
son of regular transmitter hunts. For others, it’s a special once-a-
year event, like Field Day.

Some hams prefer formal transmitter hunts with carefully craft-
ed boundaries, specifications for signal parameters, time limits,
and so forth. Others are content just having at least one signal to
hunt. No need for any more regulations, they say.

Make your Foxhunting Weekend activities into a magnet for
every club member. Better yet, include the whole community, espe-
cially young people. Invite a Scout troop to experience on-foot
transmitter tracking or to ride along with the mobile hunters. Look
for opportunities to incorporate foxhunting into Scout activities such
as Camporees, Scout-O-Ramas, and Jamboree-On-The-Air. Seek
out other youth groups that might be interested, as well.

Whatever your club’s RDF contesting style, be sure to keep safe-
ty in mind. Don’t put transmitters where someone might be injured
getting to them. Make sure that all transmitting and receiving anten-
nas are eye-safe. Always be mindful of your own physical limita-
tions and never take chances behind the wheel.

Afterwards, write up the results and send them to me. The list
of information in a complete CQ Foxhunting Weekend report is
posted at <www.homingin.com>. Besides the details of date, loca-
tion, hiders, and winners, CQ’s readers also want to know what
was unique about your hunt and what lessons (positive and neg-
ative) you learned from it. Don’t forget to include some sharp action
photos. The higher the resolution, the better.

Joe Moell, KØOV
Foxhunt Weekend Moderator
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close attention and do close-in “sniffing” to be sure that they
found the correct transmitters. “Not only did you need to keep
track of the frequency,” wrote Bob, “but also if it was a solid
carrier or intermittent with tones, warbles, CW, AM, or FM.
With such a large number of transmitters in a small area, it
was not uncommon for someone to come upon one by acci-
dent and incorrectly tag it as the one being hunted.

“It’s no easy task trying to assemble 40 transmitters for a
foxhunt,” Bob continued. “Most of the units were handmade
by WB4SUV with contributions from the other hosts and
Matthew Robbins, AA9YH. Fifteen of them were pad-to-pad
soldered from a design on WB2HOL’s website.2 Besides all
the 2-meter rigs, there were eight 80-meter QRP transmit-
ters.3 Powers ranged from 5 milliwatts to 1 watt. The largest
transmitters were nearly 12 inches long and 4 inches wide,
while the smallest were only 1 inch by 2 inches.

“For those with no RDF gear, there was a good selection of
loaner sets for both 2 meters and 80 meters. Newcomers need-
ing assistance were given a short training session prior to the
actual hunt. Officially, we logged results for 21 hunters repre-
senting 14 teams, and there were a few more latecomers who
were unofficial. The winner was Addison Bosley, KJ4VCV. At
age 13, he is already well-experienced, having won medals at
the USA ARDF Championships in 2009 and 2010.”

Hiding 40 transmitters was outrageous, and so was one of
the hiding spots for a hunt in the San Diego area last August,
put on by Joe Corones, N6SZO, and Greg Spaulding,
KD6YQR. “This was an attempt to draw the hunters to Blossom
Valley by bouncing a signal off the south face of the El Monte
and San Diego River gorge just west of El Capitan, which is
north of Glen Oaks,” Joe wrote. “I talked my friend Lisa into the
use of her horse ranch and training facility, which is off El Monte
Rd. It is private property which is against the rules unless you
have permission and somehow advertise that fact. We did it by
putting up two magnetic T-hunt signs, one on the gate to the
ranch and one covering the PRIVATE sign in the front yard.”

N6SZO continued, “The main fox used an 11-element

beam in the back of Greg’s pickup, pointed at the top of
Blossom Valley and running 5 watts. A second transmitter,
running just 15 milliwatts, was carefully wrapped in a heavy-
duty Ziploc® bag down in a wheelbarrow of horse manure.
From our observation post in the yard, we could see the
wheelbarrow.

“One hunter noted that the wheelbarrow looked ‘awfully sus-
picious’ but we reminded him that he had to actually identify
the T. This was a case where RF ‘sniffers’ really come in handy.
And really, a wheelbarrow of manure on a horse ranch? Why
would that be suspicious?”

What Will Your Club Do?
Thanks to everyone who sent stories and photos of their hunts
on Foxhunting Weekend and throughout the year. There
were far too many to put in this article, so I have put up a
page4 with more of them at my website. 

This year promises to be even better. Now is the time for
your club to make plans for 2012. If there has never been a
hunt in your area, or if it has been a while, make it simple to
get maximum interest and participation. If RDF is already a
regular activity, try something new and encourage members
who have not participated before.

Be sure to get together after the event to share stories with
fellow hunters. Then gather the results plus everyone’s pho-
tos and send them to me for the report in CQ magazine next
year. Report forms and more information can be found at my
website.5 I am eager to read your reports of 2012 foxhunting
activities and the new ideas that you come up with. Happy
hunting!

Notes
1. http://www.homingin.com/equipment. html
2. http://theleggios.net/wb2hol/projects/ rdf/rdf.htm
3. http://www.homingin.com/joemoell/ 80intro.html
4. http://www.homingin.com/fw11pix.html
5. http://www.homingin.com

Ted Luebbers, K1AYZ, added some PVC pipe to his 2-meter
measuring-tape Yagi to give it a nice handle that balances
the antenna and keeps his hand from affecting the direction-
al pattern. He used it on the first Foxhunting Weekend event
of the Royal Harbor Amateur Radio Club in Tavares, Florida.

(Photo courtesy K1AYZ)

The 80-meter band is excellent for foxhunting, especially for
beginners. Equipment is small and easy to carry. Confusing
signal reflections from buildings and hills don’t exist on that
band. Kuon Hunt, KB7WRG, is showing her 80-meter RDF
set to Jay Hennigan, WB6RDV, at a training session before
last year’s USA ARDF Championships. (Photo by Joe Moell,

KØOV)
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